The possibility of creating a spectrometer of THz range, which is based on non-stationary Josephson effect in HTSP is considered. Simple design of Josephson junction adjustable at cryogenic conditions is proposed. Using of such device for solving the problem of factorization of high value numbers, which in fact is the only motivation for creating a quantum computer, is discussed.
Introduction: Non-Stationary Josephson Effect in HTSC Systems and Its Applications
Previously we have investigated non-stationary Josephson effect via dot junction, which was performed by crossing of edges of two prisms of Y 1 Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ . Josephson effect [1] is a phenomenon, where it is possible to observe persistent and phase-dependent current in tunnel structures (weak link): sin 
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where c I -critical current, ϕ -"phase difference" across the junction, V -voltage, T R -tunneling con- [2] , and enabled drawing a conclusion about high microwave radiation sensitivity of the contact (Figure 1) . Also it's worth mentioning that our junction is cheap and easy to produce; that's very important in case of breakdown. So it is viable to construct a fast spectrum analyzer with the high microwave radiation sensitivity based on HTSP Josephson junction [3] . Such a device could record THz radiation, as 2π Δ 
Method of Analogy Simulating of the Quantum Computer with the Help of the Single Josephson Contact: Discussion of the Scheme of the Device
One of the most interesting modern problems, which demand quick production of Fourier transform, is the realization of quantum computer [4] . At present, there are a lot of research centers, which try to find ways of realization of quantum computer. Yet, there is the only applied problem for such a devise. It is the problem of factorization of multidigit numbers, which provides the framework for code-breaking of the high defensive codes in cryptography [5] . The method of factorization is based on the classical Euclid algorithm [6] . For factorization of an integer number N on prime factors it is necessary to find periods of the function ( ) mod This simple algorithm for solving the problem of factorization of numbers could be realized with the help of quantum computer. As the period of function ( ) f x corresponds to the maximum of its Fourier-spectrum, it is enough to find appropriate coordinates of the extremum. The quantum computer permits to do such operation for a few measurements of X register. Registers X and Y form entangled state, when all combinations of q -bites, which correspond to domain of x definition, are present at the X , due to quantum fluctuation and appropriate values of ( ) y f x = are in register Y . We propose alternative approach for finding an effective substitution of the non-polynominal algorithm, which is based on the use of a spectrum analyzer with Josephson HTSP junction. In our case the role of quantum parallelism is substituted by the modeling of function
Indeed, as a periodic function ( ) N f t contains the whole superposition (not quantum) of Fourier harmonics, which form this function supposing time t is fixed, when it is multiple of the period τ . In some way this is an analog of the quantum parallelism, when register X of a quantum computer contains in the form of superposition all possible values of x due to indefinite states of all q -bits. The block scheme of such device, which includes Josephson junction and is intended for factorization of numbers on prime factors, is presented on Figure 2 . Here, voltage U is applied to M1, thus the output of integrator is which is needed for prime numbers factorization. From M3 residue is applied to M8, and after discretization it is applied to Josephson junction, where Fourier conversion is occurred.
Conclusion
Of course, during development, analog computing systems yielded to digital one in produced calculations. However, in our opinion in the field of quantum computers that moment will not come very soon.
